
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for an application product manager.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for application product manager

Responsible for the selection of the right products for selected customer
programs with the objective to maximize performance while minimizing cost
and complexity in the plants
Responsible for coordination of the CL1 process of the product until PPAP is
signed
Accountable to assure the work performed in his/her area of responsibility
meets the requirements of the IATF16949, ISO14001, and ISO18001 and
promotes the continued application of the TQM process within the team
Effectively communicate customer and competitor information and status
within AC-PM
Develop strategies and input for the five-year budget plan related to
customer activities including testing, catalyst development know-how, and
personnel needs
Ensure technical center is MICR compliant
May be assigned other duties as needed, based on facility needs
Responsible for optimizing the productivity and efficiency of European test
programs (budget used vs
Running technical competitive analysis of competitor products and system
design incl
Understanding the technology aspects necessary to satisfy the newly formed
legislation throughout the globe as each country has different emission

Example of Application Product Manager Job
Description
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Qualifications for application product manager

Bachelors or equivalent is preferred
3 years’ experience managing applications in a SaaS/PaaS vendor model
5+ years’ experience managing a portfolio of applications delivering a
standardized, consistent and scalable service in partnership with a global
vendor in an on/off shore support model
2+ year experience delivering results through continuous process
improvement and lean methodology for support
Agile, SDLC, Vendor Management, Financial and related systems (Ariba,
Payroll) experience is preferred
As a Product Manager you are responsible for developing and creating the
Application Service Strategy for new products and product developments for
Advanced Therapies Surgery products


